Have you considered **METATARSAL GUARDS** for your work boots?

Sometimes when heavy objects fall on feet, they fall just above and beyond the steel toe. Metatarsal guards are one way to help prevent these injuries. Several options are available:

---

**Metatarsal Guards built into the boot** are best for mechanics and others who mount trucks and mobile equipment many times during their workday. The built-in guards will not catch on steps and ladders like the exterior guards can.

---

**Metatarsal Guards permanently fixed to the outside of the boot** offer maximum protection for workers who face the hazard of heavy pieces of metal falling on their feet. Torchmen and sorters might fall into this category.

---

**Removable Metatarsal Guards** are less expensive than those built in or on boots. They can be added or removed as needed. They might be preferable or new or temporary workers who may not remain in a position for long which requires this type of protection.

---
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